FRAMA ACCESS B300/B400
ELECTRONIC LETTER OPENERS

PROTECT THE CONTENTS OF YOUR MAIL WITH A LETTER OPENER THAT SLITS

With their sophisticated slitting
technique, Frama Access B300
and B400 letter openers are ideal assistants for the processing
of both small and large amounts
of mail. The performance range
has been greatly expanded, particularly with the B400. It is the
only letter opener in the world
that can slit and open letters that
are up to 10mm thick. If needed,
letters can be opened on three
sides – and all this with an attractive price/performance ratio.

Frama Access B300

Frama Access B400

Frama letter openers with slitting technology guarantee the
best results.
Is your incoming mail still opened cumbersomely by hand?
Is your staff still losing valuable
work time that could be used
for more important tasks? Have
you been aggravated by letters
contents that have been cut up?
Frama letter openers do far
more than just open your letters.
They open the door to more
convenient and efficient processing of incoming mail.
With the Frama Access B300
and B400 letter openers, you
can open letters of various sizes and thicknesses cleanly and
rapidly. Their unique techno-

logy that slits letters instead of
cutting them means that you
no longer risk damaged letter
contents and need not dispose
of cutting waste. Both machines
are handy and compact, require
little workspace and very little
room for storage. The functional
design matches any office environment. The access B300 is
ideal for those who have to deal
with small to medium amounts
of letters.
However, those who have larger
volumes of mail to handle, need
to open large formats directly
from the stack, those with thick
mailings up to 10mm or who
need to open letters on three sides will find the Access B400 to
be indispensible.

Frama Access B300

Frama Access B400

Opening technique

Slitting

Slitting

Speed

250/minute

400/minute

Max letter thickness

6.5mm

10mm

Largest stack format

Up to C5/B5

Up to C4/B4

Maxi stack height

5cm

8cm

Automatic start/stop function

Yes

Yes

Automatic reverse in case of letter jam

No

Yes

Letter release button

No

Yes

Opening letters on several sides*

2 sides

3 sides

Feed table

20 x 16cm

26 x 22cm

Product dimensions (LxDxH)

331 x 200 x 142mm

424 x 291 x 190mm

Collecting tray (LxDxH)

290 x 190 x 132mm

326 x 267 x 190mm

Net weight incl. collecting tray

4.1kg

6.2kg

* 2 respectively 3 work steps
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Opening letters by hand is neither efficient nor convenient. Frama letter openers perform this
task with astonishing perfection: entirely automatically, cleanly and rapidly enabling you to
use your time more profitably.
The mail hardly arrives before
it’s opened and ready for further
processing.

